where v i and • are the residual of a SLA (observation minus area mean) and the residual's a posterior standard error, respectively, a is the confidence level, which is 95% in this paper, n is the number of point SLAs, and *a;•,,-2 is the critical , value with degrees of freedom of 1 and n -2. Outlier rejection was performed iteratively until no outlier was found, and the final area-averaged SLA was computed from the "clean" set of point SLAs. On the basis of Figure 1 , SCS depths range from less than 200 m over the continental shelf to 6000 m at the center of the basin and at the Manila Trench. From numerical models and dritter data [Hu, 1998 ] the SCS has two distinct circulation systems that are roughly sepalrated at 14.5 ø N. Moreover, spectral analysis shows that the spectrum of the SLA4 error is SLA1 is much larger than that of SLA2 because of the higher almost "flat," except at two distinct, large components: the largest latitude of the northern SCS, which is more sensitive to the component has a period of 59 days and an amplitude of 1.2 mm, seasonal variation in solar insulation than the southern SCS. Figure  and the next one has a period of 27 days and an amplitude of 0.8 5 shows the filtered SLA time series that were computed using a mm. These two components have to do with the T/P tidal aliasing Gaussian filter with a wavelength of 1 year; see Wessel and Smith discussed below. In addition, the SLA2 error is smaller than the [1995] for the definition of the Gaussian filter and its wavelength. SLA1 error because SLA2 uses more data points than SLA1, and Clearly, the annual components over the northern, southern, and the northern SCS has a much larger sea surface variability than the continental shelf parts of the SCS have summer peaks at different southern SCS [Hwang and Chen, 2000] . times of the year. Comparing the phases of the annual components,
Fourier Spectra of Sea Level Anomaly

Periodograms
To see the overall characteristics of the sea level variability over the SCS in the frequency domain, we performed Fourier transforms to obtain periodograms of SLA1, SLA2, SLA3, and SLA4 (Figure 4) . Table 2 shows the amplitudes and periods of the first 10 largest components of the four SLA series. All four SLA we find that summer peaks for SLA1 lead those of SLA2 by 21 days and SLA4 by 76 days. In the four SLA time series, there are two strong interannual components with periods of 1036 and 2072 days, which will be investigated in connection to ENSO. Again, in all aspects, SLA3 behaves essentially as the average of SLA1 and 39  345  18  345  26  63  45   296  15  2072  16  2072  13  345  44   230  10  1036  8  296  10  61  28   173  10  259  7  414  8  1036  19 1993  1994  1995  1996  1997 
where f is the tidal frequency, p = 9.9156 days is the T/P repeat period, and [fp + 0.5] is the integer part of OCp +0.5). For T/P the due to aliased M 2 and S2. Moreover, SLA1 has a relatively strong 173 day component, which becomes smaller in SLA3. SLA3, being the average of SLA1 and SLA2, contains less tidal aliasing effect because it has no significant components with periods close to the tidal aliasing periods. In practice, if the phase of an aliased tide is spatially smooth, then the tidal aliasing effect may be reduced by averaging SLAs over an area larger than the aliasing periods of the major ocean tides range from 28 to 183 days and can be mistakenly associated with monthly, intraseasonal, and wavelength of this aliased tide. Formulae for computing the semiannual sea level variability generated by wind and other wavelengths of aliased tides are given by Schlax and Chelton forcings. Table 4 The measured values are given at 1 hour intervals, and the record likely to be affected by the aliased M 2 tide. However, the width of Figure 6 and the aliasing periods in Table 3 Frequency (cycle/year) Figure 5 ) and is almost cyclic, the COI of the wavelet coefficients in Plate 1 should be negligible. Below is a summary of the SLA components identified in Plate 1 a.
1. The 30-120 day components are strong from January 1993 to January 1995 and weak after January 1995. The fact that these components have different amplitudes at different times suggests that SLA3 is not affected by the aliased M2 and S2 tides. Figure 7 shows the wavelet decomposition tree of a seven-level decomposition of a signal. In Figure 7 we have the relationships a, = a,+•+d,+•, and signal = a7+d7+do+ds+dg+ds+d2+d•. The higher the degree of approximation, the lower the resolution. For example, a2 is coarser than a•. This is also true of the details. In this study we used the scaling coefficients of the Daubechies number 3 (db3) wavelet [Daubechies, 1992] 
The semiannual component is identified as a local high in
where X is the Fourier transform of the input (x), Y is the Fourier transform of the output (y), and H is the frequency response function. In a pair such as WSA-SLA the first item (WSA) is the input, and the second one (SLA) is the output. The frequency response function can be estimated as
Gxy09
Gxxo , reaches a peak in September. At some point in spring, SLA delays the development of the southwesterly wind, which carries becomes positive. In Table 5 -1983, 1987-1988, 1992-1993, 1994-1995, and 1997-1998 
